
Gembrook Primary School Remote Learning Tasks

Grade 1/2 Learning Tasks Term 3 Week 3 Thursday
READING

Learning Intention:
I can identify and analyse the different parts of a narrative (setting, characters,
beginning, complication and solution).
Success Criteria:
I have identified and recorded what the solution was within my book.
Learning Resources Required:
Exercise book/lined paper, pencils, a fiction book and an iPhone/tablet/computer.
Learning Task:

● Today while reading we will be investigating solutions in stories.
● Referring back to plot mountain, the solution is at the bottom of the hill, as it is

the end of the story. All good fiction stories are based around a problem and a
solution. The author will usually wait until the very end of the book to have the
reader solve the problem. The solution helps resolve the problem and provides
closure to the reader.

● Move onto 20 minutes of independent reading (remember to read a fiction
text), while reading use post-it notes or anything you can use to mark the
solution of the book.

● After, track your thinking by recording, what was the solution in your book? To
help you identify where the solution is within the story have a think about:

● Has the problem been solved?
● Did the main character learn any lessons?
● Have your questions in the story been answered?

Then record your thinking. For example:
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Extension Learning Task: Make a prediction about what you think would happen next if
the author continued the story.
WRITING

Learning Intention:
I can write a narrative that includes a detailed introduction (character and setting),
complication and resolution.
Success Criteria:
I have written the falling action and resolution of my story by using lots of detail.
Learning Resources Required:
Exercise book/lined paper, pencils, and an iPhone/tablet/computer.
Learning Task:

● Watch ‘Plot Mountain’:
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NpWHZJZQDSE

● Read over the anchor charts from the reading lesson above.
● Remember the falling action is where the action begins to slow down,

but there are still some smaller problems that the characters have to
work through. It is really important to take time to describe this.

● Begin to write your falling action from your narrative you have worked on
this week.

● Remember the resolution is where you, as the author, neatly tie all the
loose ends up, answer all the questions the readers may have and
resolve any conflict in your story.

● Begin to write your resolution, adding onto your falling action from
earlier.

Extension Learning Task: Read the two sentences below:
1. ‘She turned away, flicking her hair as she left, leaving me there,

stranded’.
2. ‘She left’.

● Which sentence helps to paint a picture in your mind?
● Make sure your writing today is like the first sentence. Use lots of adjectives!

BREAK: ensure students have a well-earned break with a snack, rest, and a
game/physical activity.
MATHS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NpWHZJZQDSE
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This lesson will be taught during our class Webex session today.
Please submit this learning task to Compass for feedback and evaluation by 5pm on
Friday.
Please refer to the link for instructions on how to upload the learning tasks.
https://youtu.be/YWiLyJ0P6CQ 

Learning Intention:
I can understand when subtraction is used in everyday situations.
Success Criteria:
I have recorded subtraction facts that I have found.
Learning Resources Required:
Exercise book/lined paper, pencils, and an iPhone/tablet/computer.
Learning Task:

● Subtraction can also be referred to as take away, minus or less. What it really
means is the difference between 2 numbers.

● Today we are going to use everyday situations that we can use to record a
subtraction sum and find the difference between 2 numbers.

For example:
● Australia won 12 gold medals. England won 8 gold medals. What is the

difference in gold medals won between the two counties? 12-8=4. The
difference in gold medals is 4.

● The Australia men's olympic basketball team is competing against Japan. Japan
are on 24 points and Australia is on 19 points.  How many more points does
Australia have to get to draw with Japan? 24-19=5. Australia has to get 5 more
points to draw with Japan in the basketball olympics.

Your task is to record 5 subtraction sums that you can think of. Remember to include
what you are counting, the subtraction number sentence to match and the final answer.
Extension Learning Task: Is there a connection between subtraction and addition?
Record how your knowledge of addition can help you work out subtraction problems.
SPELLING

Learning Intention:
I can find words in a wordsearch.
Success Criteria:
I have found all the olympic related words in a word search.
Learning Resources Required:
Exercise book/lined paper, pencils, and an iPhone/tablet/computer.
Learning Task:

● Open the Word Search pdf file in Compass or on the school website.
● See how many words you can find. Record your words on a piece of paper or in

your workbook.

https://youtu.be/YWiLyJ0P6CQ
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Extension Learning Task:
● Try and create your own word search using different words relating to the

Olympics, it could be athletes names or previous places that have hosted the
Olympics.

Question for the day:
What sport would you want to be included in future Olympic games?
BREAK: ensure students have a well-earned break with lunch, rest, and a game/physical
activity.
PE

Learning intention: I can build upon my net/wall skills in a two square or one square
situation.
Success Criteria: I have been able to successfully rally and score points in a one or two
square/wall ball situation.
Learning Resources Required:
Equipment needed:

● Downball/Tennis Ball/ or bouncy ball
● Chalk if possible
● A wall space
● An iPhone/tablet/computer.

Learning Task:
● Go to an outside wall with a concrete area if possible.
● Find a downball/medium sized bouncy ball or a tennis ball.
● Practice bouncing the ball off the wall to yourself. See how many you can do in a

row without making a mistake. Keep trying to improve your score!
● Use a piece of chalk  and draw two even sized squares in front of the wall (similar

to downball)
● Using the same ball if you have a parent or a sibling, work together with them to

keep it off the wall as many times as you can in a row.
● Vs your partner in a 1v1 match. One hit each, the first one to miss the wall or make

a mistake loses the point
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● Play first player to 10 points, then shake hands to show our sportsmanship. ENJOY!
Extension Learning Task: f available use tennis racquets using the same rules
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

Please choose an activity from the grid provided.


